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In Reference to Tucker and Turley and their love for the Hungarian despot Viktor Orbán:
Goebbels would be proud of these buffoons!! In Reference to Tucker (Carlson) the Sucker and dr.
Turley the Turdbrain:
You guys have got to be amongst the most dangerous propagandists against USA Constitutional
Conservatism, as well as against the People of Hungary that this world has ever seen! Viktor Orbán,
Hungary’s Great Leader Despot, is the antithesis of the principles of USA constitutionalism. Tucker,
you actually voted for Biden, though I do know your game and understand how you still manage to
get your rocks off by exposing his so many shortfalls.
Oh yes you did! When you criticized Sidney Powell and others by implying that she had no proof of
voter fraud; you in fact stated that you were not going to let that go unchallenged, yet never posed
the directives for smart journalism’s ethical standards to prevail—the voter fraud was unequivocally
large for U.S. politics. Trump WON and you voted him down. There was plenty of proof then and
there is plenty of proof now (ref: Absolute Proof; and Absolute Interference). Why did you do it? To
continue the games of Cat and Mouse, of Lies and Drama, of Cops and Robbers and of Journalism!
Ok, without calling you a bunch of derogatory names, all of which I could invoke and would certainly
be warranted and accurate, let me just get into the absurd notions ascertained by Sucker Tucker and
Viktor Orbán.
1. Video: Hungarian prime minister hits back at Biden calling him a 'thug' on 'Tucker'
On Fox News Suckerprick introduces his monologue with, “…of the nearly 200 different countries on
the face of the Earth, precisely 1 of them has an elected leader who publically identifies as a westernstyle conservative. His name is Viktor Orbán, he’s the prime minster of Hungary…”
Wow, that’s quite a lofty commitment of a statement to make! I understand that your fee was
30,000 dollars; does that have to do with any of it? By the way, your fee was paid by Hungarian
taxpayers, me included! Did you even as much call me to thank me for allowing you to steal my hard
earned cash? Perhaps with a campaign agenda—and we can see from the blogging that many people
consciously and piously follow that narrative. That statement implies that it is Dr. King O1G
Koronaviktátorus alone, in the entire world, who is the only one who holds up that beacon of light of
Americanism—But NOTHING COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH. I’ve seen a lot of sociopaths and
psychopaths in my days and they all have the ability to conjure up fake news without even a smidgen
of a smirk—like you, TuckerPucker!
Viktor Orbán is the antithesis of USA Constitutionalism. Everything from term limits, to free market
principles, to education, to self-reliance, to gun rights—TO BORDER CONTROL. Dr. Orbán has
centralized the whole goddamn system of governance. In 2015, nearly 10,000 immigrants—MOSTLY
MUSLIMS—came through the Hungarian border every single day in the spring and summer! EVERY
SINGLE DAY! (With Open Gates The Forced Collective Suicide of European Nations).
There are 5-7 or so countries and a sea or ocean that these migrants have to go through before they
get to Hungary (20 hr 25 min [2,033.5 km] via А1—that’s 405 hours to walk, 16 days). Of course they
had an ocean border that they had to wait at, but they also had help…but still. Lots of time for the
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emigrants to think, and lots of time for Europe to think, and lots of time for Orbán to think—check
out the video link above!! Dr. Viktátorus must either be the most shortsighted captain of his ship—
for one, I knew about the vulnerabilities years earlier, or he must have an agenda. Hey SuckerFucker,
you’re supposed to lock the enemy outside the house, not inside! Do you think that all of those kind
no-do-gooders left? NO! Come and visit me here in Hungary and I’ll show you Muslims all over the
fucken place!!
Hungary’s population has been in decline with the rise of immigration for decades. It’s on record!
Population - Realtime Clock Rate - World - Country by Country: Hungary. Hungary will become a
Muslim country based on Viktor Orbán’s Nazi policies alone!
Next, about Fascism! FASCISM IS A FAR LEFT WING PHENOMENON—DIMWIT! Damn, I can show you
tons and tons of evidence for that—the evidence is so overwhelmingly simple to disclose, so I
implore you to find it yourself: What is America's True Form of Government?! One of my
flyers, Fascism in Hungary, introduces this basic fact. It’s in the name: National Socialism!
One of my students and I kept arguing—still do, about it. No matter how much evidence I show him,
he still believes that Snow is Black! I kept challenging him to show me his evidence (What I showed,
was not my evidence, just the evidence!) and so, finally after over a year, he showed me the
following picture, which is a complete mess and peculiarly and extremely different than what he had
been explaining to me all along; but it’s sure that he would not be able to explain it without the
paper—or even with the paper!

You also say that Viktátorus doesn’t have any connections to banks. You must be as MORALLY
OBTUSE as Epstein, you being the most superficial investigative journalist of all times—or a paid
hired hand, a paid actor, a conman of a particular sort. Even MSLSD couldn’t do worse than you!
Have you EVER, EVER heard of the foreign loan fraud? It was instigated by Fidesz and MSZMP. Yea,
some say that it was MSZMP, but that’s a lie. Some say that parliament isn’t a part of the
government too! Do you believe that Suckerburger?
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You do know that the government and the banks make unilateral deals constantly. Regarding the
foreign bank loan frauds, hundreds of thousands of illegal mortgage loan frauds were dished out—
and then the trap was set. However, because this burdensome fraud became even too extreme for
the banks and government to consciously ignore—it was too successfully extreme, that is—the banks
and the government—without the clients who the loans affect—unilaterally toned down the scam
just a bit, but only a bit—and the people not involved were pampered and appeased—what the hell,
not their money anyhow.
Even still, the burden that remained extreme after their unilateral non-negotiable deal to
homeowners, that homeowners had no say in, prevailed; this was an admission of wrongdoing and a
scandalous betrayal of trust between the citizenry fools who fell for the bad deals, the bank fools
who knowingly and punitively knew what they were doing, but who also knew that the government’s
leading party fools (MSZP and Fidesz) and judges and lawyers would wash their blood-money hands
with nothing but champagne. The bank and government collusions: Fidesz, MSZP, parliament, KDNP
(the so-called Christian party), run deep—the judiciary dignitaries and the terms of the deceptions
were never annulled and voided—but should have been automatically.
Hundreds of thousands of Hungarians lost their livelihoods: homes, businesses, and automobiles,
because they signed up for this fraudulent piece of a supposed-contract—piece of shit of a deal, that
the government recognizes to be fraudulent, just based on their interference with an agreement
without any say from any homeowner. So much for the supporting the family narrative; we’ll touch
more on that a little later. Of those people affected there have been thousands of suicides,
thousands who have emigrated to never return, and thousands of others who got divorced, lost their
livelihoods and homes!
I’ve even had financial students stuck in this rut, so everyone was fooled. I estimate that well more
than 30 bank brands are involved in this scam.
Christians, my ass! You call Hungary a Christian nation? What kind of thievery does a man have to
commit before you suggest that he may be excluded from that doctrine—maybe this guy Orbán ‘aint
a Christian. Well hell, when Hitler was running for popularity, a lot of Catholic priests and others
supported his notions too. And the scams just continue to this day.
People are desperate and the banks take ZERO risk based on what they can do to you if you don’t pay.
Based on the fraudulent contracts and the ill-will of the legal system, they’ll sell your wife to Muslim
men for an extra dollar! Everything—EVERYTHING is in their favor, but you need a place to stay, so
what to do? Hungary has subsequently been labeled HUNGARY, LAND of EVICTIONS - Oct 2, 2019.
This was a European event that mostly affected unwitting former Eastern bloc Soviet Countries.
Here’s my personal story (go to the bottom of the page—English and Hungarian versions): A
devizahitel szerződésekről és az elszámolásról.
Hungary is also a land where emigration is rampant—Hungarians want to escape due to political
unrest and daily changes to the constitution, to laws and and regulations galore, not to mention that
the immigration—including Muslim immigration, is plenty strong as well. Muslims are at the park by
my house every weekend if the weather is good.
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People, however, vote themselves into slavery, so who’s to blame? Which came first? The chicken or
the egg? The politicians or the ignoramuses who voted for them? Just today I saw hordes of Muslims
by a nearby bridge, Margit Híd, and other places.
Oh yea, in World War I Hungary wanted to start a world war because some Archduke Ferdinand of
Austria, who Hungarians gave a rat’s ass for (during the Austrian-Hungarian Dual Monarchy), was
assassinated—Hungarians are thirsty for conflict. Well, they lost that war and lost 2/3 of their land.
So, Hitler comes along and promises their land back and the Hungarians wholeheartedly joined up—
it’s on video and hard to dispute the joy Hungarians had in the matter, though plenty of Hungarians
try.
Well, that didn’t work out so well, so they voted for Viktor Orbán, who promised to give citizenship
rights to all those Hungarians living outside of Hungary in the former Trianon areas, as well as in
South American countries—full citizenship rights and voting rights, most of who never gave a rats ass
about Hungary in the past and had never been here or who have never contributed to anything
resembling a Hungarian matter in the country. So, Viktátorus feeds them some pie and they vote for
him—a simple math of power. The number of extra voters this has created is staggering and is similar
to the DemonRats in America keeping the borders open and producing voters—but then again, the
Republicans put up a stink in public but in private sit on their laurels.
Same shit, different country. One of my flyers has a picture of Hungary, counties and main cities,
along with most of the main political parties here and 35 bank logos, and ELADVA over the top.
Eladva means SOLD (OUT)—Hungary has been sold out to these nincompoops.
King Doctor Viktátorus’ overall wealth has been estimated to be about 2 trillion forints—2 TRILLION
FORINTS (This was a few years back—this year and this date is the end of August, 2021.)! A list of his
real-estate? Well, I haven’t verified it, but if you follow the Hungarian trends, you can certainly
believe it. Go ahead, Research the Man and his system—I dare you, and tell me which part isn’t true!:
Orbán V. Vagyona 1800-2000 milliárd forint+Svájci és offshore bankszámlák. Milliárdokat loptak el
elsősorban az EU-tól kapott közpénzből.. Ezek egy része Felesége, Apja, Tiborc és StrómanjaI,
Mészáros L, Garancsi, Flier, Szijj L, Paár A, Barkász S, Kékessy D, Vajna, Habony, Vitézy T. nevén van.
Pénzét Svájci és Hongkongi Bankokban tartja. Saját nevén van a XII.Cinege utcában egy háza, amit
2002.V-ban vásárolt 75 millióért, 183 nm, 1300 nm telken. A házat 2004.I-2005.XII. kőzőtt 90 millióért
átépitették 420 nm-re. 2001-ben vásárolt Erdélyben Zetelakán egy Kastélyt, tőbbszáz ha főlddel.
2013-ban vásárolt egy házat Felcsúton 18 M-ért, ahol Felesége és Apja házával a 3 házat
egybenyitották, 7000 nm-en, és előttűk van Lévainak 6 ha főldje. 1993-ban a Fidesz Székház
eladásából /697 M/ vásárolta Apja Bányáit. 1997-ben Felesége nevére vásárolt 8 ha szőlőt Tokajon,
melyre Orbán 2001-ben 41 M ft állami támogatást adott 2001.IX. Felcsúton Felesége nevére házat
vásárolt, 2677 nm-en. 2008.VIII-ban a XI.Gellérthegyen 91 nm-es lakást vett Ráhelnek, 40 M-ért.
2011-ben a mellette levő 66 nm-es lakást is megvette Fiának, Garancsi nevére Orlay u 3. 2.emelet.
2001.IX-2010.IV. kőzőtt 38 ingatlant vásárolt Felesége nevére. 2011-ben Apja nevére vásárolta meg a
Hatvanpusztai József Főherceg Majorságát 13 ha-on, 5 Műemlék épűlettel és Viztoronnyal. A
Majorságot 2012-ben felújitották és átépitették Tőbbszáz M-ért Lévai vezetésével. Pintér S-al
kőzősen vásároltak egy Horvátországi szigetet, az Adrián. 2013-ban Apja nevére vásárolt az
Alcsutdobozi Rézhegyen Őrőkpanorámás nyaralót. 2016.III. Barátja Bőjte Cs, nevére vásárolta meg a
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Gyergyószárhegyi Lázár Kastélyt. Tiborc nevére vásárolta: a Keszthelyi Jachtkikőtőt, Fűrdőház,
Recepció, Bár 515 nm, részben állami Bankhitelből. A Keszthelyi kikőtő és a Via Hotel kőzőtt 2.5 ha
terűleten 175 Luxusapartmant épitenek. 165 ha főldet Mányban, 497 M-ért, és 193 ha, 261 M-ért
Bicskén.2015.I. Pálinkafőzdét vettek. 2014.XII. Seregélyesi Kastélyt. 2015.IX. A volt Postabank
Székházat a József Nádor téren. Informatikai cégeket. 2015.IX. Bodajki Hochburg - Lamberg Kastélyt,
29 M-ért. 2015.XII. Turai Schossberger báró Kastélyát, 10 ha Parkkal, 98 szoba, Pálmaház, 200 M-ért.
2016.II. Városligeti Fasorban Spitz Villát, 40 szobás. 2016.X. Mahart Székház Tropicana épűletét, 2
milliárdos állami hitelből. 2016.XI. Komáromi ipari Parkban ingatlant, 1 milliárdért. 2016.XII. Visegrádi
Kastélyszállót. 2017. Dorottya utcában és a Nagymező utcában Luxushotelt. Pollack Mihály téri
Mélygarázst."
Because I’ve seen so much corruption in Hungary, I’ve started producing and distributing flyers that
are available online. Most of them are in Hungarian, with some element of English: Flyer Folder.
I could enter a much longer list and provide far more detail to SuckerFucker’s asinine take, but this is
enough time for me to spend on this Idiocracy. Thank you for re-examining the evidence!
Sucker’s and Turley’s voices are most dangerous indeed. Turley deletes my blogs (which are usually
more academically written than this piece) and Tucker’s vids don’t allow comments. Only commies,
Nazis, Muslims, and parents protecting their children from bullying frown on discourse. It is only they
who burn books, people, and disdain free thought!! Turley has Orbán’s picture in the background of
his office as an example for conservative values?—pathetic! He doesn’t even know the
representation!!
I never even got into the absurd Hungarian corona virus lockdowns, but I’ve documented the
relevance of it here: The Corona Virus Scam!
Oh yea, FuckerTucker, Master of Research, I almost forgot about this article dated Aug. 10, 2020. Do
you see any irony in this article at all? The title is Hungary Working Around the Clock to Stop
‘Mexican’ Style Illegal Migrant Tunnels Under Border Fence. If you can measure the distance from
the fence to the hole and then again the width of the whole with a half yard stick, IT’S NOT A
MEXICAN STYLE ILLEGAL MIGRANT TUNNEL, it’s a ferret’s burrow!
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About the family programs: the Year of the Family, Csok, Erzsébet, Gyes, Gyed, Iksz, Tao, Szécseny
2020, free college, a mandatory 50 hours of community service for high schoolers, are the ones I can
recall at this time. All of them are affirmative action programs, which are anti-good economics, but
are due to the malfeasance of a government gone awry. They do, in fact, emulate the Nazis
Volksgemeinschaft and the Soviet The Motherland Calls. In summary, you, Tucker, and you, dr. Turd,
are the antithesis of what it means to be American and you both should be fired!!
And as for the media, there are plenty of ways to control the media—hell, FOX News, of all, can
attest to that because it has been taken over by Marxist zealots years ago. Constitutional
conservatives they are not. So, without spending a lot of time with this topic, I turn to the Hungarian
Spectrum; although I too don’t agree with some of their fundamental assessments, they are a good
source for finding anti-Orbán rhetoric and information. Easy to do your research, Mr. Research Man,
Tucker:
FREE EUROPE’S REVELATIONS ABOUT THE GOVERNMENT-CONTROLLED NEWS ON HUNGARIAN
PUBLIC TELEVISION (Government controlled media and higher education government expenditures)
HOW TO DISTORT NEWS: ONE CAN ALWAYS TURN TO THE ORBÁN GOVERNMENT FOR ADVICE
THE TAKEOVER OF INDEX AND THE STATE OF MEDIA FREEDOM IN HUNGARY
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Fucken shit! Never seen such B.S. Your other spot-lit speech regarding Hungary seems like you took
an hour on the plane scribbling it up in between swigs of Whiskey because it just seems so disjointed
and without merit.
Oh yea, there’s one more itsy-bitsy thing I’d like to discuss with you, but I’ll do my best to make it
short!
The Chinese-Hungarian connnection has never been better or worse than ever, depending on which
side you’re on! Let’s not pussy-foot around the bush and make that statement unambiguous: the
Hungarian-COMMUNIST China connection has never been stronger. I edited a paper for a politician
(’cause that’s my job) to explain such! The Silk Road, the Chinese Bank, the Chinese School, etc. being
built in Hungary—it’s not all an accident!! And who’s paying for this crap? Get your head out of your
ass, Tucker Sucker!
The Russian—Hungarian connection has never been stronger! Putyin comes and visits Hungarian
oligarchs ever so often—in fact, regularly. The same Russians years ago Orbán the Dictator,
Viktatorus who said that he would never deal with the Soviets! The debt Orbán has incurred from the
New Age Deals: the Paks nuclear waste program, and so much else—the Russian bank with an English
name that many people don’t even know about. The Paks deal, building a nuclear power plant, you
know the guys who built Chernobyl? Putyin has threatened Hungary on occasion, like the maffia,
about any intent on a decline to pay up—we’d regret it, he says! The deal is too huge to ever pay
back! Russia is still the COMMUNIST SOVIET UNION, just a different shape!
The Turkish—Hungarian connection has never been stronger! You know, Erdogan, the guy who
threatens to flood Europe with Muslims if Europe doesn’t pay him for protection money! Also known
as maffia-style bribe money! Hungary has weapons deals and other deals with them! Building shit
together. I don’t remember all of the details—look them up yourself! Turkey is a MUSLIM COUNTRY!
The Saudi Arabian—Hungarian connecton has never been stronger! The Hungarian bank EXIM gives
the Saudis loans! Hungary gives Saudi loans? YEA! It’s also bribe money to keep the Muslim trickle
low! Just lower if we make the bribe deals!!
Hungary, though, you must remember, is an illiberal democracy, according to Viktátorus; that means
that we are an empty democracy (Look up illiberal democracy yourself, dimwit!) without
representation—and Viktátorus does it so—he pisses on us every single day!! Some do like it—in fact,
many do like it, though!! When you haven’t had sex in so long—’cause Hungarians are so fucken
stressed and fucked up to take time to enjoy such a thing regularly, their next best thing is to get
pissed on!!
The European Union—Hungarian connnection has never been stronger! The European Union feeds
the Hungarian oligarchs year after year, month after month! And the money lost could pay for a
fucken space ship far more advanced than any American space craft! In Hungarian we say, „Valami
nem stimmel” (“Something doesn’t add up.”).
The George Soros—Hungarian connection has never been stronger!! The marketing is that they hate
each other! Soros has, however, in the past paid Fidesz millions of dollars. In fact, both Viktátorus
Orbán and Ference Gyurcsány went to Soros’ School of Hard Knocks, under the watchful eye of
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George himself. The hate Soros campaign cost Hungarians 100s of billions of forints. I could have
done the same thing with 500 000 forints or even less. In Hungarian we say, „Valami nem stimmel”
(“Something doesn’t add up.”). Soros loves the global warming propaganda; Orbánistán loves the
global warming propaganda. Soros loves all the corona virus propaganda and proposals; Viktatorus
loves everything corona! The list of comparibles and similarities is just so—too huge to ignore!! Do
your research like you’re supposed to, you fucked up piece of shit!
Tucker and Turley, you guys are amongst the most disingenuous pieces of crap that I can’t begin to
even describe you with words!!

